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But Hegel' himself does not charge -us as Pantheists at all. He
calls such systems as those of the Indian Veddnta and Spinoza
<( the philosophical systems of substantiality,"
Professor Flint2, too, exempts us from the charge of anti-theistic
Pantheism, for, according to him, no system which does not include
determinism and exclude freedom is truly Pantheistic, and he
expressly excludes the Pantheism of India, for, says he, it " has
always been, to some extent, combined or associated, with Theism;"3
although, under a complete misconception of the Vedantic ideas of
Illusion and Nescience, he considers the central idea of the Veddnta to
Tbe a " false conclusion from a false principle"4.
From the historical development of the idea of Pan, which meant
in Greece the Shepherd God, Pantheism appears to express a kinship
between all things—one universal life being manifested in all—one
universal brotherhood—a brotherhood with. nature in its fulness.
Animism, Plato's World-soul, animo, mundi, the Veddnta Himnya-gar-
bha—all these are more or less suggestive of the same idea, that there
is one eternal Being in whom all " live, move and have their being.37
It represents the Atman of all that is.
We find Pantheism commonly defined as a " doctrine which refers
all phenomena to a single, ultimate constituent or agent—the opposite
of dualism."
It is that doctrine which c( identifies God with the entire imiverse,
which, beholds him in tlie movement of the tiniest insect or in the
lustre of the brilliant gem ; in the mind of a Socrates or in the brain
of a Newton;"5—as One Universal Existence, acting from within, as a
Pervading Omnipresent Power, and, not from without, as an anthro-
pomorphic person.6
This is a belief which has been entertained by thoughtful people
from the most ancient times. In India, it is ingrained in the mind
of every Hindu, and every Sufi, high or low. In Greece, Pythagoras
and the Eleatics held the same view; also the Platomsts and the
Neo-Platonists. Servetus, G-iordano Brnno, and Vamni, were burnt
1 t( Phil. Eel." Vol. I, p. 97; c/. also    4 Ibid. pp. 34=5, 350.
ibid. Vol.3, pp. 319-320.                   6 ' Hist. Panth. Vol.1 p. 252.
2 ^Anti-fcheistic Theories/ p. 337.        6 Md. Vol. II, p 329.
3 Ibid. pp. 341 343.

